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Expanding Mars Science Return in the MSR Era: The Need for, Capabilities of,
and Challenges Associated with Small Mars Science Missions
POC: James M. Kaufman (james.m.kaufman@aero.org, W: 626-873-7704 C: 626-660-6577)
The Problem
• Implementation of MSR will use a large fraction of
the MEP budget
• Other important science investigations will likely be
delayed
• Analogy: Impact of JWST on other astrophysics
missions for over a decade
• Need a low-cost alternative program to maintain a
diverse Mars investigation science portfolio during
the “MSR Era”

Potential Architectural Solutions
• Numerous low-cost in situ and remote
architectures have been recently studied
– Miniature entry systems with novel EDL
techniques (parawings, deployable/inflatable
drag devices, hard landers, etc.)
– Small orbiters/flybys (CubeSats, SmallSats)
– Mobility systems (balloons, hoppers, minirovers, helicopters, other airborne systems)
– Modular designs

Enabled Science
• Have identified 11 separate investigations spanning
all four MEPAG Goals that could be conducted
using low-cost architectures (with many more
easily envisioned). Examples include:
– Determining if time-varying methane signatures
are biogenic or non-biogenic in nature
– Search for water at RSLs, candidate human
landing sites for ISRU, and other locations
– Climate variations via PLDs
– Dust storm generation, saltation, & electrostatics

Challenges
• Limited launch opportunities, especially for comanifested or ride-along missions
– Mars via SIMPLEx is not generally possible
• Acceptance of novel, small, low-cost architectures
• Lack of alternate launch means, e.g, Rocket Lab
• Lack of technology maturation opportunities
 SMEX- to MIDEX-class small Mars mission
program (using various launch methods)
augmented with ROSES-funded, non-instrument
technology maturation program

See the White Paper summary here for more details and author list (others welcome!)
Moving forward….. Expand the summary with more details into a full White Paper
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Compelling Science Enabled by an Aerial Platform
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Revolutionizing Mars
Exploration with Rotorcraft
§

§

Mars Helicopter Technology Demo
aboard Perseverance Rover will
demonstrate flight at Mars next year
Dragonfly at Titan in 2030s

RotorcraftEnabled
Exploration
MSH Vehicle Capabilities:

↳ Rotorcraft enable science
impossible from orbit and
inaccessible to landers
and rovers

Hyperlinks
Seeking Co-Signatories! (Google Doc)
MSH MEPAG 1-Pager (MEPAG Site)
jonathan.bapst@jpl.nasa.gov (Email)

§
§
§
§

Range (2–10 km/sol)
Extreme terrain access and
traversability (cliffs,
skylights, sand dunes)
Atmosphere (1 km+ altitude)
Payload Capability (1–5 kg)
*Exact capabilities depend
on vehicle and tradeoffs

Compelling
Mars Science
High-priority questions and
investigation resources:
↳Community
§ Planetary Science
Decadal Survey
§ MEPAG Goals
§ JPL A-Team Study

Non-Propulsive Control Systems for
Future Planetary Missions

POCs: Dr. Sarah D’Souza (sarah.n.dsouza@nasa.gov) & Antonella Alunni (antonella.i.alunni@nasa.gov), NASA ARC

Imagine returning preserved core samples from Mars’ polar regions or delivering
instruments that were once too expensive to protect against design entry loads
Advantages of Non-Propulsive Control System Designs
1.

Maintain entry deceleration & thermal loads low enough for sensitive payload handling

2.

Provide feasible integrated SW & HW solutions to achieve precision targeting

3.

Yield propellant mass savings from use of non-propulsive control systems

Pterodactyl’s lunar sample return design reference mission:
Active
Guidance

Deployed Entry Vehicle
Diameter: 1.0 m
(fits ABC of Atlas V
when stowed)
Payload: 2U, 1 kg

Entry Interface
hEI = 122 km
VEI = 11.0 km/s

Descent
System
Activation
Ma = 2.0

Peak g-load: 6.2 g
Peak heat rate: 211
W/cm2
Miss distance: 0.64 km

Continued investments in non-propulsive control systems can advance
EDL technologies that are expected for future planetary science missions
Please refer to our MEPAG 1-pager for more information, see our form for co-signer support,
and contact POCs for co-author support

User-focused Data Catalogs to Enhance the
Long-term Results of Planetary Missions
Point of contact: Shoshanna Cole
shoshe@astro.cornell.edu
Interested in being a co-author or signatory? Please fill out this form:
https://forms.gle/1fghgyC6YQwjVgDN9

A user-focused data catalog:
• Makes data easily accessible to people who aren’t involved in the mission
• Preserves the team’s corporate knowledge
• Enables contemporary and future non-team researchers to analyze mission
data
We propose that this should be a standard product for planetary missions.
For more information, please see
https://mepag.jpl.nasa.gov/meeting/202004/whitetopics/WhitePaper_37_Cole.UserFocusedData.pdf
LPSC abstract and poster:
Identifying Community Needs for a MER Data Catalog
https://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/lpsc2020/pdf/1709.pdf
https://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/lpsc2020/eposter/1709.pdf
MER Data Catalog user survey: http://www.merdatacatalog.com/survey
The survey should take approximately 5-10 minutes to complete. No identifying information is collected, and all data
will be presented in aggregate. Conducting a survey constitutes experimenting on humans; this survey has received
approval from the Cornell University Institutional Review Board (IRB) Office.

